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YAG, LIFT and DART join forces for disaster relief
Posted on Nov 6, 2015 by Suzette Cook in Boat Show News, News | 0
Comments
YachtAid Global, a non-profit organization dedicated to delivering
humanitarian, developmental and conservation aid onboard yachts to
isolated communities worldwide, announced yesterday that it is seeking
more yachts to add their names to a growing list of vessels willing to
volunteer resources.
“It’s been ten years,” ,“YAG Founder Mark Drewelow said. “And it’s still an allKWWSZZZWKHWULWRQFRP\DJOLIWDQGGDUWMRLQIRUFHVIRUGLVDVWHUUHOLHI
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LIFT is not-for-profit logistics provider for fellow 501c3 foundations that
respond to disasters.
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“Our goal is to set the parameters and expectations of
owners and crew who respond to disasters,” Rettig
said. “When you bring a yacht into that mix, they (the
Events

community) don’t know what to do with that.”
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vessel wants to be involved,” Drewelow said. “When

future relief efforts.
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Big yachts help little
islands after Cyclone
Pam in Vanuatu
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